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PUdaily, Shanghai-- In November, the price of slab polyols fell sharply. The offer for
 east China-originated goods dropped from RMB 12,500/ton at the beginning of the
 month to RMB 11,150/ton on November 23, or 10.8%. In the last week, the price
 stopped falling and stabilized, locked in stalemate for a week. Later, most of the
 market players were bearish on the market. Major manufacturers lowered prices
 on the last weekend, resulting in the lowest price of the year. The market began to
 recover on December 3, with orders from North China increasing. In response,
 manufacturers began to raise prices on December 5. As a result, the market
 bounced back, compensating the previous significant drop. But opinions are still
 widely divided on the market outlook. Based on the collected market information,
 PUdaily concludes that the rally ...More

News Focus

Polyurethane Market

PUdaily, Shanghai-- The PMDI price declined from RMB 26,600-26,600/ton at the beginning of the year to RMB 11,300-
11,600/ton on December 10th, or 58%. While the price had dropped below the market players’ bottom line to reach
 around RMB 12,000/ton, some manufacturers continued to lower the price. As a result, the bearish sentiments were
 rampant. Different aspects of the market are as follows:Wanhua, BASF and Huntsman’s list price in December was
 executed at RMB 12,900/ton.Covestro’s last list price in November was executed at RMB 12,300/ton. In early
 December, it was increased to RMB 12,000/ton. On December 10th...More

PUdaily, Shanghai-- In the fourth quarter, the price of polyester polyols in China drops gradually and continuously by
 RMB 300-400/ton. Costs provide limited boost for the price due to the underperforming AA, BDO and ethylene glycol
 markets. Meanwhile, placing few big orders, downstream manufacturers make purchase only to meet their rigid
 demands as their sectors enter the off season.Feedstocks.Ethylene glycol: Previously, when the commodity market
 moved up, the negotiated price of ethylene glycol rose. And when the international market declined and port
 inventories increased, ethylene glycol price dropped. But the recent rise in downstream ...More

Company Dynamic

This refers to the €750 million bond, issued in July 2012, with a maturity of ten years, at a coupon of 2.625 percent
 (Guaranteed Euro Medium Term Notes due 27 July 2022; ISIN XS0809847667). No further changes result from the
 substitution; all rights of the noteholders under the Notes remain unchanged. Pursuant to § 11 of the terms and
 conditions of the Notes, Akzo Nobel Sweden Finance AB (publ) is substituted by Akzo Nobel N.V. as issuer of the Notes,
 and Akzo Nobel N.V. is substituted by Akzo Nobel Sweden Finance AB (publ) as guarantor ...More

The vast Chinese start-up ecosystem is a new field of engagement for the materials manufacturer Covestro. For this
 reason, the company, together with the market research consultants of ‘KAIROS Future’, facilitated a new,
 comprehensive study of the broad landscape that has developed over recent years. A short version of the joint study is
 available for download.Nurtured through government policies and investments and triggered through entrepreneurial
 success stories like Alibaba and Tencent...More

Shanghai, China, December 20, 2018 – BASF is investing in a new production facility for mobile emissions catalysts at
 its Pudong site in Shanghai, China. The new 30,000-square-meter facility will house multiple manufacturing lines,
 providing a full range of emissions control technologies for heavy-duty and light-duty vehicle manufacturers.
 Construction is underway, with start-up planned for the end of 2019. The plant will manufacture innovative catalysts
 for gasoline and diesel vehicles in the growing Chinese market...More

With the depletion of fossil fuels, the exploitation and utilization of the inexhaustible solar energy has been
 strengthened. The solar panel, an important device that converts sunlight into electrical energy, generally requires a
 design service life of more than 25 years. To meet this requirement, the quality of the panel components must be
 strictly controlled. As the armor of solar cells, the solar back-sheet must have excellent insulating, weather-resistance
 and waterproofing properties. A single material cannot meet such comprehensive requirements. Therefore, the
 common three-layer back-sheet is composed of fluorine film...More

Industry Glance

Registration is open for PCI’s POWDER COATING 2019 Technical Conference & Tabletop Exhibition at the Renaissance
 Orlando at SeaWorld in Orlando, Fla. It takes place April 1-4. This educational event includes the Powder Coating 101
 Workshop and Custom Coater Forum on April 1-2, followed by the Powder Coating Technical Conference & Tabletop
 Exhibition on April 3-4. The 2019 Technical Conference program includes two keynote speakers as well as 12 sessions
 featuring presentations on a variety of relevant powder coating topics...More

PUdaily, Shanghai--On December 21, Fuqing City held the fourth-quarter centralized ground breaking ceremony. At the
 ceremony, 45 projects were started, with a total investment of 18.626 billion yuan and an annual planned investment
 of 2.177 billion yuan. Of these projects 26 are industrial projects, with a total investment of 16.124 billion yuan; 16 are
 infrastructure projects, with a total investment of 2.202 billion yuan; 3 are projects for public well-being, with a total
 investment of 300 million yuan. As one of the industrial projects, Fujian Connell Polyurethane’s 400k t/a MDI project is
 located in Jiangyin port ...More
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Lion Statues at Amstel Hotel Restored with PU Board Material from Rampf 2018-12-26
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Eight lion statues that once decorated the iconic Amstel hotel in Amsterdam, the Netherlands, mysteriously disappeared
 and were never found again. Until today, no one knows how, why, or when the stone statues were removed. Thanks to
 extensive historical detective work in the Amsterdam city archives, the tooling and composites experts at the Dutch
 company Scabro, as well as a polyurethane board material from Rampf, the lion statues could be restored and returned
 to their original locations on top of the building. The replicas were milled...More
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